Abstract. Let G be a graph with order p, size q and component number w. For each i between p -W and q, let ^i(G) be the family of spanning i-edge subgraphs of G with exactly u> components. For an integer-valued graphical invariant if, if H -> H' is an adjacent edge transformation (AET) implies \<f>(H) -<p(H')\ < 1, then <f> is said to be continuous with respect to AET. Similarly define the continuity of (p with respect to simple edge transformation (
INTRODUCTION Let & be a family of graphs and (p an integer-valued graphical invariant. We view (p as a mapping from & to the set of integers. If the image set <p(&) = (f(H):
H € &} is an integer interval, that is, if it consists of consecutive integers, then <p is said to interpolate over & ( [5] ). In previous work it was shown that a number of invariants interpolate over some families of subgraphs, e.g. the family of spanning trees, of a connected graph. In this direction, the following result is well-known.
Theorem 1 ([2, 7, 9]). For each integer m > 0, let em be the invariant defined by £m(H) -\{v G V(H): dn(v) < m}\ for any graph H. Then em interpolates over the family of spanning trees of any connected graph.
Note that e1 (H) is just the number of pendant vertices of H if H contains no isolated vertices. So Theorem 1 answers affirmatively a problem proposed by Chartrand [3] . As a generalization of this result, Barefoot [1] proved that EI interpolates over the family of connected z'-edge spanning subgraphs of any connected graph G for each i with |V(G)| -1 < i < \E(G)\ (a short proof for this result can be found in [11] ). In this paper, we are going to generalize Theorem 1, as well as a lot of other interpolation results, along another direction.
Throughout the paper graphs are finite, undirected and with no loops and multiedges. We will always use G to denote a graph with order p, size q and component number u. For each i, p-ui < i < q, let ^(G) be the family of spanning subgraphs of G with i edges and u components. In particular, ^p_ 1 To prove this we need the following rather simple fact, which reveals the connection between global and local interpolations.
Proposition 1 [11]. An invariant ip interpolates over a family & if and only if there exists a connected graph G(&) with vertex set & such that (p interpolates over N[H] for each H € &, where N[H] is the subset of & consisting of H and its neighbors in graph G(J^).
Theorem 2 is proved in the next section, and its further generalizations are given in Section 3. At the end of the paper some consequences of the main results are discussed. 
are exactly the components of A q-1 (G).
Proof, (a) Note that T,(G) is just the tree graph [6] of a matroid on G. In fact, this matroid is the elongation [10] of the cycle matroid of G to height i. Since i < q -1, T i {(G) contains cycles. By the hamiltonicity of the tree graphs of matroids [6] ,
, see also [12] ). By using this fact in general case we know each
The following lemma is a refinement of Lin's elegant proof [7] for Theorem 1.
Lemma 2. If ip interpolates over ^q -1 (G) for any graph G, then it interpolates over V i (G) for each i, p -u < i< q, as well.

Proof. The result is trivial when i = q. Suppose p -w<i q -1 , then T i (G) is connected by Lemma l(a). For each H E ^(G), let N[H] be the closed neighbor set of H in T i (G), i.e. the set consisting of H and the neighbors of it in T;(G). Then and hence
Note that H + e has i + 1 edges, so ^(^(H + e)) is an integer interval by the hypothesis. Since all ^(^(H + e)), e € E(G) \ E(H), share a common element <p(H), ip(N[H])
is also an integer interval. From Proposition 1 we conclude that <p interpolates over ^i(G). 
(G).
Proof. As an example we prove the inequalities under condition (b). Since 
In each case above we have \M j (<p)(H) -M j (if>)(H')\ < 1. In a similar way we can prove \rrij(<p)(H) -m j (<p)(H')\ < 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Now we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 2. Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 2 it suffices to prove that both M j ((p) and m j (ip) interpolate over ^q -1 (G) under the given conditions.
(a) By Lemma 3 both M j ((p) and m j (<p) interpolate over the closed neighbor set of H in T q-1 (G). Since T q-1 (G) is connected by Lemma l(a), the result follows immediately from Proposition 1.
(b) Combining Lemma l(b) and Lemma 3 with Proposition 1 we know both M p-w (<p) (& q-1 (G) ) and m p _ w (v?)(^q -1 (G)) are integer intervals, 1 < k < r. Let T 0 € ^p_ w (G) be such that <p(T 0 ) = max <p(T). Since T 0 is a forest and G k is TE* p-w (G) 2-connected, there must exists an edge e k € E(Gk) which is not in T 0 . Thus T 0 is a subgraph of
is an integer interval. This completes the proof.
FURTHER RESULTS
The proof of Lemma 3 conveys more information than what has been used. In this section we will give a general result, which implies Theorem 2(a), by using Lemma 3 repeatedly.
For integers l, j, p -w < l< j < q -1, and H € ^q -1 (G),T e tf j (H), let Let and Then we have
Lemma 4. Let H,H' e ^q -1 (G), p-w<l<j<q-1. If H -> H' is a SET and (p is continuous with respect to SET, then
Proof.
If j = q -1, then Mm j,l (<f>}(H) = m l (tp)(H), mM j,l (<p)(H) = Mi((p)(H).
The result follows from Lemma 3. In the following we suppose j < q -2.
We first prove that if T £ tf j (H), T' e tfj(H') and T -> T' is a SET, then
In fact in such case TUT' (the union of T and T') has exactly j+1 edges. Since T, T' € tf j (T U T') and (p is continuous with respect to SET, we obtain (5-6) immediately from Lemma 3. Replacing <p by ipi in the proof of Lemma 3 and applying inequality (6) we get which is just (3). Analogously we can prove (4).
Combining Proposition 1 and Lemmas 1, 2, 4 we get As mentioned earlier, this corollary implies the result in Theorem 1. It also implies the main results of [13] , which in turn imply the main result of [8] since for H 6 ^i(G),
}\ is exactly the number of degree-preserving vertices of H [8] .
A large number of invariants have been shown to be continuous with respect to SET. Hence they all interpolate over ^i(G) according to Proposition 1 and Lemma l{a). These invariants include the connectivity, edge connectivity, independence number, edge independence number, vertex covering number, edge covering number, chromatic number, edge chromatic number, domination number, and so on. The reader is refered to [5, 11, 14] for such invariants. Here we give only two examples to show how to generalize the existing interpolation results for these invariants by our main results in previous sections. It was shown [14] that the conditional chromatic number XP and the conditional edge chromatic number x'p are continuous with respect to SET for any hereditary graphical property P (a property P is hereditary if whenever a graph possesses P then all subgraphs of it have P as well). Here Xp(H) is defined [4] to be the minimum order n of a partition {V 1 ,..., V n } of V(H) such that each induced subgraph H[Vi] possesses the property P. The conditional edge chromatic number x' P (H] is defined similarly. From Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, both XP and x'p interpolate over ^(G) (this was proved in [14] for the case when G is connected, interpolation for XP and x'p wltn respect to other families of subgraphs can also be found in [14] j2 , j1 (x'p),...., all interpolate over ^(C?), p -w < j 1 < j1 < ... < i < q. For dozens of other invariants which are continuous with respect to SET we can get the similar results. Due to the limited space we cannot go into details.
